PRESENTATION ASSESSMENT RUBRIC
Fluency and
grammar

Weak (0-2)
Good (3)
Fluency intelligibility B1 Fluency
or below (Note: minimum
intelligibility B2:
B2 level is required in order
to pass AHOT)
Hesitates
occasionally when
Pauses frequently for
searching for patterns
grammatical and lexical
and expressions
planning
Good control of
Satisfactory control of
pronunciation with
pronunciation with
few mistakes
mistakes that sometimes
Good vocabulary and
hinder understanding
grammar with
-Satisfactory vocabulary
occasional ‘slips’ or
and grammar but with
non-systematic errors
noticeable mistakes

Structure
Overall structure
and
organization unclear:
organization
Missing one or more of the
following parts:
introduction, body
conclusion
Main points are
disorganized unclear and
do not support the overall
message
Loses topical focus several
times during the
presentation

Overall structure
organization clear:
Contains all
necessary parts:
introduction, body
and conclusion
Main points are
logically organized
and support the
message although
they may lack some
effectiveness
Loses topical focus
once or twice

Content

Content is too specific or
too general to the
knowledge level of the
audience; too many
unexplained concepts

Content is
appropriate but may
lack clear examples or
explanations of
terminology.

Delivery

Delivery does not
motivate the audience to
listen:

Delivery shows
effort to motivate
the audience to
listen:

Excellent (4-5)
Fluency
intelligibility C1
or higher:
Expresses
him/herself
fluently and
spontaneously,
almost effortlessly
Very good or
excellent control of
pronunciation
Very good
vocabulary and
grammar; errors
are rare and
difficult to spot
Overall structure
organization
excellent:
Introduction, body
and conclusion are
highly successful
All parts of the
presentation are
well balanced
-The presentation
stays focused on
the topic

The depth of
information is
suitable to the
audience Gives
relevant examples,
explains concepts
and terminology
well clearly
Delivery
successfully
motivats the
audience to listen:
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- Does not know the
contents well: uses notes
too often rambles
aimlessly poor eye contact
appears unprepared
Does not use signposting
to keep the audience on
track
The selected medium does
not support the message

- Elaborates the
contents of the main
message enough to
ensure that is
understood by the
audience: spoeaks
quite freely/ natural
eye contact appears
prepared
Occasionally uses
signposting to keep
the audience on track
Uses the selected
medium sufficiently to
support the message

- Contents and
message are
presented in clear
and confident
manner: speaks
freely natural eye
contact and good
rapport throughout
appears wellrehearsed
Consistently uses
signposting to keep
the audience on
track
-Uses the selected
medium skillfully to
support the
message

TOTAL POINTS ____/20
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